A GROWING COMMUNITY
OF TOMORROW'S
#GAMECHANGERS!
IAC Eitanim brings together Jewish and Israeli-American middle and high school students for an immersive and innovative project-based learning experience. Student led work groups are mentored by members of the Israeli-American High Tech community of entrepreneurs and business leaders. Annual highlights include two national Hackathons where IAC Eitanim participants come together to think about new ways of engaging others with Israel and Jewish history and heritage.

PARTICIPANTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Jewish Americans</th>
<th>Israeli-Americans</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXPERT MENTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GROUPS

- BOSTON
- LAS VEGAS
- LOS ANGELES
- NEW JERSEY
- PALO ALTO
- SEATTLE
- WASHINGTON, D.C.

“It gave me a new opportunity to work with both Jewish and Israeli-Americans towards the goal of Israel”

Noam Yamay, Washington DC.
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COMMUNITY FORWARD
DEAR FRIENDS,

As the Israeli-American Council turns the page on its 10th Anniversary, we celebrate the transformative impact that we have made for our community, our country, and our Jewish homeland.

Together, we have turned a bold idea into a coast-to-coast community with Israel in its heart and Israeliness in its spirit.

You are integral partners in this success. Indeed, it is only because of your willingness to go above and beyond to support the vision and the mission of the IAC, that we can inspire, engage, and organize Israeli-Americans and Jewish Americans in innovative and unprecedented ways.

The IAC has been able to expand so significantly in such a short amount of time due to the extraordinary vision, dynamic leadership, and unparalleled generosity of Dr. Miriam and Sheldon G. Adelson. In the name of tens of thousands families around the country, we thank them from the bottom of our hearts.

Enclosed you will find the latest edition of the IAC’s Impact Report, which details all that we have accomplished in the last year. We have much to celebrate, including:

WE OPENED FIVE NEW IAC REGIONAL OFFICES, bringing the total up to 15 offices nationwide.

WE STAGED 14 CELEBRATE ISRAEL FESTIVALS around the country, bringing Israel’s rich culture and history to life for more than 40,000 community members.

WE UPGRADED AND SCALED OUR NATIONAL PROGRAMMING to meet the needs of ever-growing communities.

WE TRAINED HUNDREDS OF NEW COMMUNITY LEADERS OF ALL AGES.

WE MOBILIZED OUR COMMUNITY TO FIGHT FOR ISRAEL and our common values as Americans, while standing up to the threat of modern anti-Semitism.

WE EXPANDED AND CREATED NEW AND MEANINGFUL PARTNERSHIPS with Jewish American organizations, attracting a record number of non-Israeli-American participants in our programs who are moved and inspired by Israeliness.

AS WE REFLECT ON THE PAST YEAR OF SUCCESS, WE BELIEVE THAT WITH YOUR SUPPORT, OUR NEXT YEAR PROMISES TO BE EVEN BETTER.

Thank you for your continued partnership, as we continue to grow this transformative movement together.

TO OUR SUPPORTERS AND COMMUNITY
WITH GRATITUDE FOR YOUR GENEROSITY AND ENGAGEMENT

Adam Milstein
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
ISRAELI-AMERICAN COUNCIL

Shoham Nicolet
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
ISRAELI-AMERICAN COUNCIL
IAC THROUGH THE YEARS

2007
ILC was founded in Los Angeles.

2008
1,800 attend Live for Sderot event.

Tzav8 is born, mobilizing thousands in support of Israel.

2009
25,000 people attend IAC activities.

The First ILC Gala Dinner is held.

ILC Young Professionals network is launched.

ILC establishes its first college campus leadership program.

2010
Hebrew Children’s Books program is launched.

ILC Care kick off event.

in support of building a giving a community through volunteerism.

The First ILC Gala Dinner is held.

11,000+
attend the ILC Care kick off event. in support of building a giving a community through volunteerism.

2011
15,000 came together for the first Celebrate Israel Festival in Los Angeles honoring Israel’s 64th Independence Day - יום העצמאות.

2012

2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
IAC Eitanim for middle and high school students operates in 32 locations.

IAC Mishelanu active on 80+ campuses.

14 Celebrate Israel Festivals held across the country.

21,000+ attend IAC Keshet activities.

4 IAC Community Centers nationwide.

Activities in 27 States.

2015

2014

2013

ILC becomes IAC Israeli-American Council.

With the vision and support of Dr. Miriam and Sheldon Adelson, the IAC expands nationally.

6 active offices.

45,000+ attend Celebrate Israel Festivals nationwide.

2,100+ attend the IAC National Conference.

118 graduate IAC Gvanim leadership program.

IAC Keshet Hebrew Learning Community is launched.

IAC Eitanim for High School Students is launched.

The Shepher Community Center, a one of a kind gathering place for Israeli-Americans, opens in Los Angeles.

15 active offices across the U.S.

5 active offices.

750 attend the first IAC National Conference in Washington D.C.

10 active offices

750 attend the first IAC National Conference in Washington D.C.
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BUILDING A COAST-TO-COAST COMMUNITY WITH ISRAEL IN ITS HEART AND ISRAELINESS IN ITS SPIRIT
ISRAELINESS IS THE HEBREW LANGUAGE
IAC KESHET

COMMUNITY. HEBREW. CULTURE.

IAC Keshet is a national family based program that builds an engaged community of Israeli-Americans and Jewish Americans through immersion in Hebrew language, Israeli culture and Jewish values with Israel at its heart.

IAC KESHET SFARIM

Where Hebrew language learning and Israeli culture come together through hand-picked children’s books by Israel’s most talented and well-known authors. IAC Keshet Sfarim focuses on strengthening the Israeli and Jewish identity of our next generation.

LOCATIONS

PARTICIPANTS

21,000+

IAC KESHET ACTIVITIES & EVENTS

IAC KESHET SFARIM
ISRAELINESS is connecting to Israel through innovation and entrepreneurship.
IAC Eitanim brings together Jewish and Israeli-American middle and high school students for an immersive and innovative project-based learning experience. Student-led work groups are mentored by members of the Israeli-American High Tech community of entrepreneurs and business leaders. Annual highlights include national Hackathons where IAC Eitanim participants come together to think about new ways of engaging others with Israel and Jewish history and heritage.

“What they accomplished during the program was eye opening. It’s our responsibility as parents and leaders in our society, to give them these tools and inspiration in order to promote the feeling of accomplishment, out of the box and strategic thinking and gender equality that they don’t get in schools today.”

ILANA GOLAN
IAC EITANIM MENTOR, SILICON VALLEY
CEO, GOLAN VENTURES

“It gave me a new opportunity to work with both Jewish and Israeli-Americans towards the goal of Israel”

NOAM YAMAY
IAC EITANIM GRADUATE
WASHINGTON DC

IAC EITANIM IS NAMED AFTER MAJOR EITAN BALACHSAN Z”L, COMMANDER OF THE IDF PARATROOPERS COMMANDO WHO WAS KILLED IN A SPECIAL OPERATION IN 1999.
ISRAELINESS IS LEADING WITH ISRAEL IN YOUR HEART
IAC Mishelanu cultivates pro-Israel leadership on campus and provides a home for Israeli-American students in order to explore and strengthen their Israeli & Jewish identity while becoming a living bridge between Israel and the campus community.

“Being an Israeli-American on a college campus isn’t always simple, but through IAC Mishelanu I’m learning to find the intersection between being a leader and being Israeli.”

OFEK INBAR
IAC MISHELANU FELLOW
UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON, SEATTLE.

IAC MISHELANU CONFERENCE

The IAC Mishelanu Annual Conference brings college students together from across the country for a meaningful weekend that strengthens their purpose and resolve as a force to make a difference on college campuses.
ISRAELINESS IS EXPERIENCING ISRAEL WHILE YOU LIVE IN AMERICA
The IAC connects Jewish and Israeli-American young professionals by encouraging personal participation and engagement through thought provoking intellectual forums in order to strengthen their connection and passion for Israel.

IAC YP programs empower a national network of young professionals to become our next generation of visionary leaders. Through this network, IAC Young Professionals has become an extension of Israel Experience programs, continuing and reinforcing their connection to Israel, Jewish heritage and Israeli culture.
ISRAELINESS MAKES US THE ULTIMATE LIVING BRIDGES BETWEEN ISRAEL AND THE JEWISH PEOPLE
BUILDING NEW ISRAELI-AMERICAN LEADERSHIP AS A LIVING BRIDGE WITHIN THE JEWISH AMERICAN COMMUNITY.

IAC Gvanim creates pathways for Israeli-Americans who search for Jewish meaning, strengthened Jewish identity and seek communal leadership roles that impact Jewish and Israeli-American communities.

“The program gave me a new perspective on how to connect the Israeli and Jewish communities. Through IAC Gvanim, I realized I have an obligation to be a part of the community and to lead it.”

TAL SHUSTER
IAC GVANIM GRADUATE

LOCATIONS

GRADUATE LEADERS

2016  35
2017  118
2018  200
ISRAELINESS IS WHERE JEWISH TRADITIONS AND ISRAELI CULTURE COME TOGETHER
IAC Shishi Israeli brings together Israeli and Jewish American families, into a communal experience that combines Jewish traditions and Israeli culture. Our rich Jewish heritage and meaningful traditions are celebrated at Shabbat dinners as well as community festivals for Shavuot, Sukkot, Purim, Passover, and special programs throughout the year that bring us together as one people.

OUR PARTNERS

Kaplen JCC on the Palisades
Jewish Federation of Northern NJ
Jewish Federation of the Heart of NJ
Jewish Federation of Greater MetroWest
United Synagogue
Bnei Keshet Synagogue
Temple Beth El
Temple Rodeph Shalom
Congregation Har Hashem
Temple Emanuel
Temple Sinai
Temple Midbar Kodesh
Adelson Educational School
Israeli Scouts - Tzofim
JCC of Southern Nevada
Temple Beth Elohim
Temple Emunah
Rashi School
Main Line Reform Temple
Kaiserman JCC
Katz JCC
Rodef Shalom Congregation
Bet Am congregation
Jewish Day School of Metropolitan Seattle
Stroum JCC
Valley of the Sun JCC
Jewish Federation of Greater Phoenix
Moishe House Arizona
NowGen
JNF Future
NextDor

Spirit of the Desert
The Shabbat Project
Arizona Jewish Historical Society
Congregation Bnei Jeshurun
Forest Hills Jewish Center
Hannah Senesh Community Day School
Tnua
Yarden Inc.
Shevet Tapuach and Gefen Tzofim
One Table
Repair The World
Charles Revson Foundation

LOCATIONS

PARTICIPANTS

16,000+

36%
JEWISH AMERICANS

64%
ISRAELI-AMERICANS
IAC Beyachad inspires, guides and supports community leaders to develop grassroots programs and events in emerging Israeli-American communities across the country.

“IAC Beyachad brings us all together. With the help of the IAC, we are able to get our fragmented Jewish community together in support of Israel.”

TAMAR LUSTGARTEN & DGANIT HERZIG
COMMUNITY LEADERS, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH

LOCATIONS
IAC Community Centers serve as local Jewish communal hubs with recreational facilities and dynamic programming creating a place where the community can connect, engage and celebrate their Israeliness and Jewish heritage together.

Over **40,000** participants took part in community center programs and events in 2017.

### IAC SHEPHER COMMUNITY CENTER | LOS ANGELES

A historical milestone for the national Israeli-American community, the center provides a vibrant space for Israeli-American and Jewish American community members to gather and connect to one another, their Jewish identity and to Israel.

“The IAC is creating the first Jewish community center with a uniquely Israeli character, with an emphasis on Israeli culture and history, dual language programming in Hebrew and English, a focus on Israel advocacy and a deep and meaningful love of Israel at the core of our community and in every activity.”

---

IAC MERKAZ NEW JERSEY AT KAPLEN JCC ON THE PALISADES

IAC MERKAZ BOSTON

IAC MERKAZ WASHINGTON, DC AT JCC OF GREATER WASHINGTON
ISRAELINESS is telling Israel’s story from a personal perspective.
Celebrate Israel is a national network of festivals bringing together the community in celebration of the Jewish state and fostering the bond between Americans and Israel. In 2017, the IAC saluted the 50th anniversary of Jerusalem’s reunification across 14 cities. In 2018, we will be celebrating the 70th anniversary of Israel’s independence.

“I don’t think there is a stronger, more powerful way to show our Jewish community’s support of Israel than to come together — more than 50,000 voices — and celebrate Israel’s Independence Day. It’s an incredible sight.”

NATY SAIDOFF
IAC BOARD MEMBER
Among the largest Israel centered gatherings in the Jewish world – the IAC National Conference features change makers and thought leaders across a range of fields, from business and philanthropy, to education, language and community building, world Jewry, technology, and social change.

Thousands of Jewish and Israeli-Americans take part in critical dialogues, exclusive networking opportunities, and inspiring sessions at the event which shapes our communal conversation, year after year.
ISRAELINESS IS FIGHTING FOR ISRAEL AND OUR COMMON VALUES
IAC ACT

Since 2008, the IAC has mobilized tens of thousands of Israeli and Jewish Americans in support of the state of Israel through civil engagement and advocacy efforts. Through a series of cutting-edge initiatives, educational seminars, leadership training, and strategic partnerships, the IAC continues to build a network of off- and online communities who are committed to combatting BDS and new anti-Semitism.

ACT.IL

Developed in partnership with IDC Herzliya and the Maccabee Task Force, the Act.IL app is an online platform that leverages the power of communities and organized online activity to improve Israel’s image, fight the de-legitimization and demonization of the state of Israel.

MEDIA ROOMS

Active in Boston, New Jersey, Philadelphia, New York, and Orange County, the Media Rooms, a joint program of the IAC, IDCHerzliya and the Maccabee Task Force, train and activate Israeli and Jewish American volunteers to create a cutting-edge, national pro-Israel community.
The Tzofim — Israeli Scouts — connects our next generation to their Jewish and Israeli identity, in order to foster their love and connection to the state of Israel.

The IAC has been partnering with the Tzofim since its establishment in 2007. This past year, the IAC has granted the “Tzofim” with more than $500,000. IAC’s support helped Shvatim (Scout chapters) grow to a new record high, strengthen Hadracha training and launch a new Hebrew language summer camp.
PROUD SUPPORTERS OF

A HOME FOR ISRAELI STARTUPS, CONNECTING BOTH THE ISRAELI AND AMERICAN SILICON VALLEY COMMUNITIES

A GLOBAL COMMUNITY OF ISRAELI SCIENTISTS ABROAD

PRO-ISRAEL INTERNATIONAL CAMPUS MOVEMENT
DONORS
2016–17 ACTIVITY YEAR

“There is no more noble gesture than to be the mason that mixes the cement that connects one generation of Jews to the other.”

DR. MIRIAM & MR. SHELDON G. ADELSON

JERUSALEM SOCIETY

$14,000,000+
- Dr. Miriam & Sheldon G. Adelson

$1,000,000+
- Debbie & Naty Saidoff
- Miriam & Isaac Shepher

$250,000+
- Dorit & Shawn Evenhaim
- Gila & Adam Milstein
- The Marcus Foundation, Inc.

$250,000+
- Combined Jewish Philanthropies
- EHB Companies - Merav & Yochanan Lowie, Vicki & Paul Deheart
- UJA-Federation of New York
- Sheryl & David Wiener
- Anonymous Donor

$100,000+
- Bank Leumi USA
- Rachel & Larry Chafetz
- Ruth & Leo David
- Rachel N. Davidson & Mark Fisch
- Carmela & Albert Elkouby
- John Farahi
- Rachel & David Fine
- Kfir Gavrieli
- Avivit & Ilan Kenig
- S. Daniel Leon
- Yasmin & Oren Lukatz
- Zipi & Daniel Mani
- Maryam Sina DDS
- Kristine Meehan Mashinsky & Alex Mashinsky
- Miri & Yossi Rabinovitz
- Joelle & Jack Rimokh
- Sharon Mishkin & Mark Rosenzweig
- Dr. Nili & Ben Sachs
- Dorit & Ronnie Schwartz
- The Chicago Community Foundation
- Beryl Weiner
- Anonymous Donor
- Amber Salcido & Roni Amid

IAC SUPPORTERS

$18,000
- Dorit & Ron Cohen
- Galet & Tamir Cohen
- Helen & Haim Dayan
- Arie Grinstein
- Avi Shlanger
- Esther & David Vered

$10,000+
- Adele & Beny Alagem
- Naomi Zygiel-Almozlino & Dr. Avi Almozlino
- Diana Alon
- Renee & Gilly Arie
- AT&T
- Yoli & Guy Bachar
- Bank Hapoalim - BHI
- Limor & Rani Ben David
- Stanley Black
- David Z. Chesnoff, ESQ
- Ben Sinhayoff Cohen
- Las Vegas Sands Corporation
- David Geller & Associates
- Ruth & Mike Davidov
- Faye & Steve Erdman
- Tal & Ronen Evenhaim
- Ezra and Lauren Kest Family Fund
- Abbie Friedman
- Linda and Michael Frieze
- Shira & Ran Fuchs
• Molly & Mark Goldberg
• Goldrich Family Foundation
• Michael Hackman
• Mazal & Victor Hadad
• Wendy & Gill Horowitz
• Haskel Iny
• Irwin Chafetz Family Charitable Trust
• Sarah & Ezie Isaac
• Israel on Campus Coalition
• Jewish Nevada
• Carol & Jim Jimmerson
• Sharon Shacham & Michael Kauffman
• Charlotte & Oded Krashinsky
• Eri Kroh
• Avi Lerner
• Hinga & Eli Levite
• Merav & Yochanan Lowie
• Orly & Richard Maciborski
• Matt Martin
• Rosana & Alon Miller
• Esther & Dr. Neville Pokroy
• Lit & Yonatan Rabin
• Hagai Rapaport
• Roz & Jerry Rothstein
• Phil Rozansky
• Ofer Rubin
• Shira and Jay Ruderman
• Phyllis Gotlib & Dr. Ido Schoenberg
• Shiri & Ilan Segev
• Ruth & Rick Sender
• Ruby Gelman & Shimon Shkury
• Aline & Izek Shomof
• Onir & Jeffrey Spiegel
• The Harold and Jean Grossman Foundation
• Thomas D & Denise R Stern Family Foundation
• Tides Foundation
• Union Bank
• WGH LLC
• Maya & Iftach Wizel
• Zionist House Inc.

$5,000+
• Vardit & Daniel Aharonoff
• Tamar & Maoz Alsberg
• Adam America
• American Friends of Magen David Adom
• Audrey & Yosef Amzalag
• Nily Abramovitz & Gil Arie
• Sara & Leonard Aronson
• Dror Aviel
• Ilana Aybar Agron
• Irina & David Azran
• Liat & Nir Bachar
• Bank of the West
• Amanda & Adam Bar
• Reut Baror
• Inbar & Eytan Behiri
• Collen Ruffini & Jacob BenAri
• Joan Bennett
• Maor Bennisan
• Karnit Asher & Joel Biran
• Maya & Oren Blatt
• Dr. Carmit & Dr. Adin Boldur
• Susan Bondy
• Yael & Hanan Bouskila
• Ronit & Erez Bustan
• Orly & Nir Caspi
• Sigal Chattah
• Orly & Shlomo Chen
• Avi Cohen
• Noga & Gidi Cohen
• Efrat Yellin & David Cohen
• Edna & Arie Cohen
• Consulate General of Israel to New England
• Nurit & Dave Coombe
• Sharon & David Cooper
• Amy & Ryan Crighton
• Sara & Oren Dagan
• Shlomo Danieli
• Yoram Danino
• Dalia & Yerach Daskal
• Keren & Ron Deutsch
• Development Corporation for Israel
• Revital & Shay Diamant
• Etty & Giora Dolgin
• Udi Dorner
• Karri & Ittai Dvir
• Ilana & Issac Edry
• Ayelet & Avinoam Efram
• Rick Elbaz
• Nachum Erlich
• Jila Farahi
• Gabriel Fedida
• Friends of the Israel Defense Forces
• Noel A. Gage
• Annette & Lior Gal
• Oron Gal
• Tami & Gil Galanos
• Karen & Avi Galanti
• Ronit & Yariv Gilboa
• Elisha Gilboa
• Fred Gluckman
• Tami & Tal Golan
• Deborah & Adrian Goldstein
• Sam Gonen
• Linda & Ilan Gorodezki
• Orit & Hertzl Greenberg
• Galia & Eddie Greenberg
• Tal Hackmey
• Amir Hadar
• Yair Haimoff
• Iris & Igal Hami
• Oded Har Even, ZAG-S&W LLP
• Ruby Haro
• Judith & Nehemia Hasak
• Dr. Michael Held
• Dana & Yossie Hollander
• IDB Bank
• Nancy Stark & Stanley Iezman
• Ilana & Ben Israel
• Shauna Shapiro Jackson
• Noa & Robert Jensh
• Jewish Federation of Greater Philadelphia
• Niva & Tal Journo
• Iris Kalach
• Dalia & Gadi Kalai
• Shiri & Nir Kaufman
• Jackie Kern
• Jennifer and Marc Kessler
• Jacob Kiferbaum
• Judith and Bud Levin
• Adi & Asaf Livyatan
• Joseph Lobel
• Tali & Sagiv Macbush
Day School
- Jewish Community Centers of Greater Boston
- Abba Kastin
- Tom Katz
- Dr. Jeannie and Dr. Yevgeniy Khavkin
- Donna Kozak
- Joshua Landes
- Cristine Lefkowitz
- Michael Leit
- Marla & Tom Letizia
- Felix Leung
- Zohar Loshitzer
- Barak Lurie
- Jason Lutin
- Sheedeh Malekpour
- Hagit & Lior Mandelbaum
- Cynthia Marcus
- Brian P. McNally
- Rachel & Ari Mentzel
- Danielle & Hayim Mizrahi
- Rony Natanzon
- Morad Neman
- Doris Nourmaid
- Marilyn & Dale Okonow
- Nissan & Carmela Pardo
- Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison LLP
- Orly & Howard Perlman
- Tamir Pinchas
- Lilach Power
- Jill & Ron Prashker
- Inbal & Zori Rabinovitz
- Yosi & Karin Rahamim
- Ralph Herzka, Meridian Capital
- Nadav Razon
- Sandra Rbibo
- Sharon Rechter
- Joe Revivo
- Linda & Uzi Ronen
- Ed Royce
- S & Y Enterprises Inc
- Jessica & Mike Sacher
- Sara & Ehud Sadan
- Stacey & Yaron Sadan
- Jay Sanderson
- Dana & Raz Sapir
- Eric Savage, Littler Mendelson Foundation
- Schlomo Schmuel
- Michael Schneier
- Ron Schnitzer
- Jennifer & Steven Schwartz
- Yadin Segal
- Margaret & Zvi Sela
- Peter Sender
- Osnat & Shachar Shabtay
- Sylvia Shapiro
- Ben Shlomi
- Moshe Shram
- Rosita & Zvi Shtifter
- Stephen Spielman
- Michelle Spivak
- Sabine & Alon Steinberg
- Rachel Steinman
- Debbie Strigling
- Ornit & Meir Toren
- Ruby Hernandez & Ronen Tregerman
- Stuart Wachs
- Shari & Michael Weiner
- Steve Weir
- Anat Weshler
- Ashlie & Ofer Yair
- Michal & Elad Yoran
- Joseph Zevuloni
- Lee Zif
- Mira Zinger

$360+
- William Abraham
- Kenneth Abramowitz
- Emily & Dan Adler
- Rahav Aharoni
- Dekel Aimbinder
- Leor Alpern
- Dan Altit
- American Friends of IDC
- Ann Anderson
- Rinat Ariely
- Arletta Insurance Inc
- Shay Artzi
- Sigal & Shalom Asayag
- Meny Attias
- Sue & Eltan Avisar
- Tomer Avital
- Orly & Aaron Aziz
- Meirav Azoulay
- Yuval Azulay
- Michelle Azulay
- Avi Barhoun
- Ilan Barniv
- Lisa Goldberg & Roy Barr
- Aaron Becker
- MRI & Jason Belsky
- Yariv Ben Ari
- Rinat & Igal Ben David
- Sara Bernstein
- Elad Bicer
- Rebecca Blum
- Jill & Bob Bodian
- Karyn Bogart
- Michael Bohnen
- Sharon & Itai Borco
- Georgette Boucai
- Jonathan Boyer
- Yuval Brash
- Alliance Brenstein
- Hila & David Brog
- Ellen and Richard Calmas
- Hebrew at the Center
- Gil Chalamish
- Moche Chalem
- Chad Charton
- Iris Cohen Camel
- Kathy & Scott Cohen
- Yael Cohen
- Eric Cohen
- Aviram Cohen
- Sarela Bliman-Cohen
- Cohen Hillel Academy
- Ruti Cooper
- Scott Cote
- William Cowan
- Mary Cramer
- David Cross
- Ralph Crow
- Cultura Events LLC
- Nadin Cutter
- Dorit & Richard Dale
- Ravit Darougar
- Ken Dayan
- Suzann Diamond
- Galit & Lior Div
- Chuck Dorfman
- Ronit & Ofer Druker
- Tomer Eblagon
- Joanne Eckert
• Shuki LLC
• Mel Shuman
• Debra & Andrew Shure
• Josh Siderow
• Susan Silver
• Ben Simayoff Cohen
• Paula & John Sinclair
• Dana Zwilinger-Singer
• Michael Smith
• Ezra Sofer
• Mark Sokoll
• Solomon Schechter Day School
• Pini Sosnik
• Liat & Tal Steinberg
• Jennifer & Seth Stier
• Jeffrey Swartz
• Esther Tadjiev
• Shlomo Pri-Tal
• Carol Talmon
• Yossi T Capitol
• Tekuma Recovery Group
• Temple Sinai
• Ariel Tiger
• Izhak Timianko
• Tivoli Village at Queensridge
• Miri Torres
• Yoram Tzeela
• Doug Unger
• Marta Vakulenko
• Shira Vardi
• Oshrat Carmiel & Michael Weinstein
• Dorin Wessely
• Batel Yamnitski
• Raya & Meir Yariv
• Elded Yaron
• Shlomi Yedid
• Ido Yerushalmi

• Moshe Yhudai
• Jodi & Ori Yissachar
• Moty Ben Yona
• Dorit & Zohar Zamir
• Jennifer Zana
• Tamir Zilberberg
• Zohar Zilberman
• Michal Kimeldorfer & Guy Rabinovitz

$1+

• Gal Adiv
• Dan Adler
• Elizabeth Adler
• Elisa Deener-Agus & Michael Agus
• David Aharony
• Deborah Albert
• Yael Alchech
• Alexander Business Supplies, Inc
• Ronny Alpern
• Adina Alpert
• Michael Alter
• Sara Amber
• Shir-raz Ben-Amotz
• Brett Ancowitz
• Anonymous
• Apex Libra LLC
• Doron Arad
• Naomi Arbel
• monica Arkin
• Doron Armoni
• Yeshayahu Artsy
• Mona Asher
• Vicki Asher
• Rebecca Ashkenazy
• Etti & Erez Asseraf
• Ronen Avinir

• Amir Aviv
• Sharyn Aviv
• Dina Azarkma
• Michele Azkenazi
• David & Holly Azulay
• Smadar Babchuk
• Nadav Banai
• Relly Banker
• Ravit Bar-Av
• Ronen Barenboim
• Adi Barlas-Shamir
• Haim Barnavon
• Jeremy Barnett
• Nati Barnoon
• Oren Baroz
• Sigal Barsade
• Steve Barsh
• Eli Bartal
• Lori Bash
• Ezra Beaubien
• Rachel Becker
• Yael Beckerman
• Dr. Tony Beizae
• Inbal Bendov
• Karen Benson
• Lucia Bergman
• Naomi Berkowitz
• Philip Bernstein
• Joshua Bernstein
• Adam Bier
• Jacob Biler
• Yris Bilia
• Jodi Binstock
• Orit Bitensky
• Michelle Black
• Sharlene Blau
• Noah Bloch

• Amit & David Bloom
• Justin Boguslavsky
• Amy Boguslavsky
• Michelle Bolotin
• Marica Borensztajn
• Debra Borodinsky
• Samuel Braun
• Margo Brenner
• Andre Broder
• Paula Brooks
• Eleanor Brooks
• Rafael Brosh
• George Bukhin
• Nily Bulis
• Slava Burdman
• Lauren Carel
• Lital Carmel
• Ezra Castle
• Sarit Chalamish
• Sherri Chapman
• Elysia Charlestein
• Deena Charnofsky
• Beit Halevy - Camp Chesed
• David Chodirker
• Bugrahan Cigdemoglu
• Shoshi Cohen
• Susan Cohen
• Gali Cohen
• Ran Cohen
• Lenard Cohen
• Arie Cohen
• Asaf Cohen
• Robyn Cohen
• Amir Cohen
• Donna Cohen
• Roberta Meyer Cohen
• Rebecca Axelrod-Cooper
• Kimberly Corallo
• James Cotter
• Marsha Crawford
• Stephanie Cubba
• Liliana Cuckovic
• Daniel J. Cunningham P.A.
• Susan Cutler
• Milana Dabran
• Joan Daniels
• Youval Dar
• Alen Davoodzadeh
• Anthony Dayton
• Sigalit Dekel
• Todd Denker
• Bruce Dezube
• Joseph Donath
• Madelyn Donoff
• Leroy Doris
• Michelle Doron
• Avraham-Andrew Doxer
• Glenn Dragon
• Barbara Drizin
• Yehudith Drukman
• Morris Dubin
• Rutie Eckdish
• Michael Eckstein
• Monica Edelman
• Shahrar Edry
• Gila Efrati
• Joseph Eilmilch
• Elana Eisner
• David Elan
• Shaul Eliasi
• Uri Elkayam
• Ross Elkin
• Iris Elzur
• Michelle Ender
• Fiona Epstein
• Orna Ered
• Roye Ergas
• Danit Erlich
• Moises Eskinazi
• Moran Etzyoni
• Frederick D Ezekiel
• Tali Ben Ezer
• Marcy Galinsky & Scott Fane
• Benjamin Fass
• Frank Federman
• Howard Feldman
• Motti Fine
• Marianne Finerman
• Karen & Eduardo Finkelstein
• Marnee Foldoe
• Naftali Freedman
• Robert Freeman
• Talia Friedman
• Joshua Friedman
• Aileen Friedman
• Yifat & Eran Fuss
• Abraham Gafni
• Sharon Gainsburg
• Hagit Galatzer
• Sybil Garry
• Sarit Gattenyo
• Charles Gedinsky
• Mona Geller
• Cindi & Jared Gellert
• Marlene Gerendash
• Laurie & Paul Gershkowitz
• Shiri Katz Gershon
• Eta Ghanooni
• Sharon Ghosdi
• Shani Gil
• Lauren Gladstone
• Abraham Glaser
• Stanley Glazer
• Alex Glikmann
• Liz and Ron Gluck
• Rachell Gober
• Shir Markus-Golan & Guy Golan
• Zeev Golan
• Joshua Goldberg
• Eliot Goldberg
• Laurie Goldberg
• Sara Goldberger
• Lawrence Goldner
• Bryan Goldsmith
• Shai Goller
• Avner Golov
• Michele Gonen
• Andrew Goodman
• Yochi Goodman
• Carol Goodman
• Naomi Gordon
• Tracy Gordon
• Isaac Goren
• Elan Goss
• Rachel Grappo
• Tami Grayevsky
• Donald Greenbaum
• Amir Grinstein
• Omella Grosz
• Ruth Gudai
• Eyal Gutentag
• Nirit Haas
• Naama & Amir Hadar
• Iris Goldstein Hagay
• Robinson Nedjat Haim
• Robin Haim
• David Hakim
• Ora Hakimi
• Motti Hamam
• Jennifer Hamani
• Shmuel Hamerman
• Gary Hammel
• Llori and Nissim Hamu
• Karen Hanen
• Avital Harari
• Judy & Jacob Harel
• Estelle Harr
• Mor-Li Hartman
• Ferne Hassan
• Yaacov Hassidim
• Sarit Haviv
• Ortal Hayin
• Hila Hechal
• Shan Hefetz
• Oren Hen
• Asaf Hengari
• Nadine Herrmann
• Madelyn Heyman
• Sara Hilchie
• Lyle Himmel
• Gur Hirshberg
• Dulcie Hoffman
• Miriam Hoffman
• Elliot Holtz
• Ossie Geifman Holtzman
• Penina Honig
• Yuval Ben-Horin
• Etty Horowitz
• Morris Huberman
• Esther Inbal
• Ronit Inbar
• IO LifeTime Builders, Inc
• Adam Israeli
• Divi Itach
• Rabbi Eliana Jacobwitz
• Sanford Remz
• Jennifer Retig
• Meital Reuveny
• Yacov Reyblat
• Scott Richman
• Keren Rimon
• Alison Robbins
• Frieda Robins
• Gali & Fred Rollman
• Eran Rosenberg
• Todd Rosenblatt
• Shari Rosenman
• Shahar Roth
• Arnold Rothberg
• Natalie Rozet
• Adam Rubin
• Erika Rudner
• Rafael Sabag
• Goldman Sachs
• Nissim Sade
• Richard Sagman
• Yael Saidoff
• Susan Salba
• Greg Saltz
• Adam Samansky
• Hedi Sandberg
• Rose Saperstein
• Gary Sarner
• Devin Sawdayi
• Michael Saxe
• Stephen Schaftzin
• Elena Benichay & Michael Schelly
• Albert Schneider
• Noa Schor
• Yael Neeman-Schubert
• Barbara Schultz
• Shannie Schwartz
• Coreen Schwartz
• Phillipe & Michal Schwartz
• Elana Schwartz
• Jerome Schwell
• ScienceAbroad
• Maya Sega
• Alice Segal
• David Seifert
• Devorah Selber
• Daria Semchenkova
• Margie Shabat
• Janae Ben-Shabat
• Orit & Nitzan Shaer
• Hila & Eitan Shafshak
• Roberta Shagam
• Maya Shaked
• Shlomit Shamam
• Mor Shamir
• Liron Sharon
• Yana Shechterman
• Inna Sheineerman
• Adoram Shemesh
• Julie Shemtov
• Orly & Effie Shencher
• Jody Sherman
• Nurit Shiber
• Edith Shiro
• Eran Shmilovitz
• Avi Shporer
• Cathy Shriger
• Sammy Shukrun
• Adda Shur
• Noa Shusterman
• Jonathan Shuval
• Bonnie Siegal
• Charls Silbert
• Richard Silverman
• Nurit and Elyahu Simcha
• Andrea Simon
• Linda Sinder
• Inbar Singal
• Sena Singer
• Rena Sky
• Ivan Sokoloff
• Lyubomir Sokolovskty
• Hadas & Tobin Sparfeld
• Avivit & Tom Spector
• Tamar Spektor
• Nadine Spitz
• Vitali Spivak
• Tom Spotor
• Susan Springberg
• Debbie Stein
• Pearl Stein
• Ned Stein
• Jay Steinberg
• Lilian Steiner
• Marilyn Steiner
• Laurence Stern
• Randy Stern
• Penina Stern
• Anne Sternlicht
• Dinah Stillman
• Janina Stolarz
• Ira Strasberg
• Sandra Strassner
• Sarah Strick
• Jeff Stuart
• Gail Sugarman
• Steve Sukenik
• Alayne Sulkin
• Meryl Sussman
• Ari Sussman
• Aron Swerdlin
• Eugene P. Szymanski
• Rachel Tadmor
• Jennifer Talansky
• Jacob Tauber
• Sharleen Tey
• Ilan Tiagai
• Treina Siegel-Tingley
• Alex Tkach
• Anton Tomassian
• Lawrence Torres
• Ronit Gudes Totah & Elliot Totah
• Frank Tov
• Inna Tunker
• Cathy Turenhine
• Jason Tuvia
• Sholom J Twersky
• Sabrina Tyler
• Amy Ufberg
• Janie Ufberg
• Jon Ungvari
• Lauri Union
• Rhona Vandelman
• Elizabeth Vanoli
• Yair Vardi
• Rebecca Voorwinde
• Jody Vorchheimer
• Sara Waisman
• Ziv Wangenheim
• Alexander Want
• Tracy Leonard-Warner
• Joseph Watson
• Ortal Weinberg
• Lea & Dov Weinbert
• Noam Weinblatt
• Micha and Miriam Weinblatt
• Leo Weinstock
• Jessica Weireb, Stertz Family Foundation
• Barry Weiss
• Karen Krebs-Wellerstein
• Carol & Philip Wendkos
• Adi Werthaim
• Ilan Wexler
• Carol Wilson
• Natalie Wizman
• Alan Woronoff
• Eli Yaakov
• Michael Yamada
• Adrienne Yaron
• Ruth Yeheksel
• Josh S. Yeyni
• Mila Yoffe
• Debra Yondorf
• Tirtza Zyga
• Brenardine Zaben
• Victor Zach
• Osmnat Zaken
• Bil Zarch
• David Zilberman
• Dorit Zilbershot
• Anat Ziv
• Rachel Zlica
• Muhammad Zoabi
• Alan Zucker
• Liat Zygiel
IAC LEADERSHIP

Adam Milstein
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

Shoham Nicolet
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Shawn Evenhaim
BOARD MEMBER
& CHAIRMAN EMERITUS

Danny Alpert
BOARD MEMBER
& CHAIRMAN EMERITUS

Dr. Avi Almozlino
BOARD MEMBER

Gilly Arie
BOARD MEMBER

Rani Ben-David
BOARD MEMBER

Rachel Chafetz
BOARD MEMBER

Tamir Cohen
BOARD MEMBER

Rachel N. Davidson
BOARD MEMBER

Iris Hami
BOARD MEMBER

Yossi Rabinovitz
BOARD MEMBER

Naty Saidoff
BOARD MEMBER

Miri Shepher
BOARD MEMBER

Jacky Teplitzky
BOARD MEMBER
## IAC Leadership

### Headquarters

- **Shely Medved**  
  Chief Financial Officer
- **Shanee Feig-Kochlani**  
  Chief Creative Officer
- **Orit Mitzner**  
  National Senior Director of Programs
- **Yehudit Feinstein-Mentesh**  
  IAC Regional Director of Outreach and Strategy
- **Shahar Edry**  
  IAC Community Director

### Arizona

- **Chair**: Susan Bondy
- **Donna Barkel**
- **Nachum Erlich**
- **Sigal Urman**

### Atlanta

- **Regional Director**: Shaked Angel

### Boston

- **Co-Chair**: Dr. Avi Almozlino
- **Co-Chair**: David Shimoni
- **Nily Abramowitz**
- **Sara Aronson**
- **Dror Avieli**
- **Nir Caspi**
- **Rachel Chafetz**
- **Dorit Cohen**
- **Isaac Edry**
- **David Fine**
- **Robert Mayer**
- **Sharon Mishkin**
- **Shira Ruderman**
- **Ilan Segev**

### Colorado

- **Co-Chair**: Hagit Mei-Dan
- **Co-Chair**: Alon Mor
- **Tomer Saban**
- **Nir Shay**
- **Eyal Tzafati**
- **Mor Zucker**
- **Regional Director**: Tali Brauman

### Florida

- **Rani Ben David**
- **Tzippy Holand**
- **Dalia Kalai**
- **Mazal Yehezkely**
- **Regional Director**: Noa Peri Jensch

### Houston

- **Chair**: Michal Shwarzman
- **Maya Blatt**
- **Ramit Masti**
- **Iris Mushin**
- **Tom Radom**
- **Omri Shafran**
- **Regional Director**: Erez Goldman

### New Jersey

- **Co-Chair**: Avinoam Efraim
- **Ruthi Bashan**
- **Orly Chen**
- **Amir Hadar**
- **Yoni Marom**
- **Yoel Shargian**
- **Tal Shuster**
- **Eyal Yehezkell**
- **Tami Golan**
- **Regional Director**: Aya Schecter

### New York

- **Co-Chair**: Ronen Schwartzman
- **Co-Chair**: Ariel Tirosch
- **Dr. Miriam Adelson**
- **Roni Amid**
- **Ilana Aybar Agron**
- **Dr. Adin Boldur**
- **Sigal Chatta**
- **Lior Gal**
- **Ronnie Schwartz**
- **Tal Hackmey**
- **Nir Kaufman**
- **Dr. Neville Pokroy**
- **Arik Raiter**
- **Moshe Rosenblum**
- **Dr. Nili Sachs**
- **Dr. Joseph Shalev**
- **Regional Director**: Noa Peri Jensch

### Los Angeles

- **Co-Chair**: Guy Bachar
- **Co-Chair**: Tamir Cohen
- **Danny Alpert**
- **Shawn Evenhaim**
- **Mazal Hadad**
- **Oded Krashinsky**
- **Michael Michalov**
- **Adam Milstein**
- **Amnon Mizrahi**

### Las Vegas

- **Chair**: Yochanan Lowie
- **Vice-Chair**: Ben Cohen
- **Regional Director**: Lital Hasak

### New York

- **Regional Director**: Tal Goldman

### Philadelphia

- **Chair**: Iris Hami
- **Reut Baror**
- **Jacob BenAri**
- **Joel Biran**
- **Arie Cohen**

### Seattle

- **Co-Chair**: Tal Journo
- **Co-Chair**: Nimrod Vered
- **Maoz Alsberg**
- **Iris Kalach**
- **Itzik Mizrahi**
- **Regional Director**: Vered Merzer-Sapir

### San Diego

- **Regional Director**: Oz Laniado

### San Francisco

- **Regional Director**: Tal Goldman

### Washington, D.C.

- **Co-Chair**: Gilly Arie
- **Co-Chair**: Shira Ravin
- **Nurit Coombe**
- **Ittai Dvir**
- **Avi Galanti**
- **Asher Kotz**
- **Jonathan Nesher**
- **Amir Neeman**
- **Galia Messika**
- **Ben Perry**
- **Regional Director**: Ronit Gudes Totah
“You are our ambassadors here, the bridge between Israelis in Israel to Jews in America, between the State of Israel and the United States...What is obvious in Israel, is not as evident abroad, and you assist in preserving an Israeli-Jewish tradition, maintaining the Hebrew language and instilling it across the community.”

ISRAELI PRESIDENT
REUVEN RIVLIN
MAKE AN IMPACT
BECOME AN IAC SUPPORTER

JOIN US IN BUILDING
A STRONGER FUTURE FOR OUR
COMMUNITY,
THE NEXT GENERATION
AND THE STATE OF ISRAEL.

PER YEAR • OVER AGE 40
$3,600

PER YEAR • AGE 40 & UNDER
$1,800

BENEFITS

EXCLUSIVE ENTRY TO PRIVATE EVENTS IN YOUR CITY.

COMPLIMENTARY ENTRY & EXCLUSIVE EVENTS AT THE ANNUAL IAC NATIONAL CONFERENCE.

COMPLIMENTARY ENTRY TO MOST IAC EVENTS.

ISRAELIAMERICAN.ORG

ISRAELIAMERICANCOUNCIL

ISRAELI-AMERICAN COUNCIL IAC